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User Agreement
The visitor / user of pages and services of the website www.tenniscourtsmap.com
grants its consent to the following terms of use, which apply to all content, pages,
graphics, images, photos and the files included on the website. Therefore, you should
read these terms carefully before visiting or using the pages and services of the
website.
If you do not agree, then you must not use the services and content of the website.
The visitor / user is kindly requested to check the content of the specific pages for
possible changes. Continuation of the use of the website even after any changes
means the unconditional acceptance of these terms by the visitor / user.

Intellectual Property Rights
In addition to the explicitly stated exceptions (copyright of third parties, partners and
entities), all content on the website, including images, graphics, photographs,
drawings, texts, services provided and in general all files on this website are
copyrighted, submitted trademarks and service marks of the Owner and are protected
in accordance with the relevant provisions of Greek law, European law and
international conventions. Therefore, none of them can in whole or in part be sold,
copied, modified, reproduced, republished or loaded, transmitted or distributed in
any way.
Excluded from above, includes the case of individual storage of a single copy of the
content on a simple personal computer (computer) for personal and not public or
commercial use and without deleting the indication of their origin from the Network
(obvious source reference accompanied by a link- link that leads the visitor
electronically to the website), without in any way infringing the relevant copyright and
industrial property rights. The other products or services referred to on the websites
of this node and bearing the marks of the respective organizations, companies,
partner organizations, associations or publications, constitute their own intellectual
and industrial property and therefore these bodies bear the relevant responsibility.

Visitor / User Responsibility
The visitor / user of the pages and services of the website assumes responsibility for
any damage caused to the Owner by misuse or unfair use of the relevant services.

Limitation of Owner Liability
The content of the website are provided "as is" without any warranty expressed or
implied in any way. To the maximum extent and in accordance with the law, the
Owner denies all guarantees expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, those
that imply marketability and suitability for a particular purpose.
The Owner does not warrant that the pages, services, options and content will be
provided without interruption, without errors and that errors will be corrected. Also,
the Owner does not guarantee that the same or any other related website or the
"servers" through which they are made available to you, are provided to you without
"viruses" or other harmful software.
The Owner does not in any way guarantee the accuracy, completeness or availability
of the contents, pages, services, options or their results. The cost of any corrections or
services is a liability of the visitor / user and in no case by the Owner.

Non-adherent Advice
The content and information contained in the Website is an offer to the visitor / user
of the Website and to the Community of Internet Users in general and may in no way
be construed as investment, financial, tax, legal or any other form of advice. in no way
conceal any such relationship between counselor and client or incitement to do
business or non-specific acts.
The Owner undertakes the collection, processing and distribution of its content, but in
no way guarantees its completeness, completeness, adequacy and general suitability
and the absence of possible errors and much more due to its particularly large
volume, as well as of participation and third parties (natural or legal persons) during
its primary production and collection. Therefore, the visitors / users of the website,
may use its services on their own initiative, assuming the relevant responsibility for
cross-referencing the provided information with their sources.

URL Links to other websites
The Owner does not control the availability, content, privacy policy, quality and
completeness of the services of other websites and pages to which it refers through
"URL links", hyperlinks or advertising banners. Therefore, for any problem that arises
during their visit / use, you must contact directly the respective websites and pages,
which bear the relevant responsibility for the provision of their services.

Under no circumstances should the Owner be construed as endorsing or accepting
the content or services of the websites and pages to which it refers or is affiliated with
them in any other way.
The website may contain any information material from other pages of the Internet.
The Owner does not necessarily endorse the content of these pages or the
information, material, products or services contained or accessible through these
pages. The risk of access and use by the user of those pages, including information,
material, products and services collected there, are the sole responsibility of the entire
user.

URL Links towards the Owner
"URL Links" to the website are only allowed to its homepage and not to the pages that
have (possibly) a password, unless there is an explicit agreement between the Owner
and the entity referring to it. After all, these "ties" should only be created through
hyperlinks and not through images.

IP Address
The IP address through which the PC has access to the Internet and then to the
website, is recorded and used exclusively for the collection of statistical data related to
the monitoring of its traffic.

Newsletters
The Owner may occasionally send e-mails to the users of the Website, who, upon their
notification, are presumed by the Owner to have given their consent to the sending of
such e-mails during their registration-subscription. Users may withdraw from these email catalogs by sending an email to info@tenniscourtsmap.com which will contain
only the word "unsubscribe" in the message body.
The newsletters that the visitor / user of the services of the website receives upon
registration-subscription in the recipient lists are the intellectual property of the
Owner and are therefore protected by the relevant provisions of Greek law and
international conventions.
The Owner reserves the right not to register a person in the recipient lists or to delete
him from them.

Applicable Law and other Terms
The above terms and conditions of use of the website, as well as any modification,
change or alteration of them are governed and supplemented by Greek law, the law of
the European Union and the relevant international conventions.

Any provision of the above conditions becomes contrary to the law, automatically
ceases to be valid and is removed from the present, without in any way affecting the
validity of the other terms.

Change of Terms
The visitor / user of the pages of the Website "Tenniscourtsmap.com" understands
and agrees that all the mentioned terms, in their entirety or individually, can be
changed or modified at any time, without notice.
No amendment to these terms will be taken into account and will not be part of this
agreement unless it has been formulated in text and incorporated into it.
For any issue regarding the processing of your data you can contact the email:
info@tenniscourtsmap.com.
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